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This book analyzes the core pillars of Islam on touchstone of reason to establish what real Islam
should be (or should not be).Is Islam fastest growing? It Quran unchangeable? Is Islam most
practical religion? Is there only One Allah in Islam? Does Islam reject rebirth? Let's find
out.NOTE: AGNIVEER owns the copyright of this book. Publisher is RASHTRA JYOTI. Except
KRITINOVA no seller on Ebook Library has been given selling rights of this book. Legal action
will be taken under intellectual property rights infringement if any seller except KRITINOVA is
found selling this book in either physical or digital form.
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Vashi Sharma, Sanjeev NewarFirst Edition: June 2018Religion of many gods, many idols, many
birthsVASHI SHARMASANJEEV NEWARAll books in this seriesINDIAN MUSLIMSChildren of
India or Slaves of Arabs?THE NAKED MUGHALSForbidden Tales of Harem and
ButcheryMUGHALS – HAWAS KE SULTANEVERY MUSLIM IS NOT A TERRORISTHow to
prevent the next terror attackPADMAVATIStories from buried historyA LIBERAL’S
(F)LAWSHypocrites that feed terrorismISLAM MEANS PEACE BUTAGNISANKALPQURAN :
THROUGH KAFIR’S EYEHOAX OF ISLAMIC SUPERIORITYThis book is dedicated to the
phenomenal warrior monk Swami Dayanand Saraswati who stopped Islam’s advances in India
when it seemed impossible.PrefaceModern faith of Islamists is a faith of most blatant
contradictions.Islam means Peace, they say. But almost every terrorist today claims to be a
soldier of Islam.Islam means equality, they say. But the regions of highest gender discrimination
today are dominated by Muslims.Islam is the religion of reason, they say. But Muslim world
hardly produces a scientist. One Nobel Prize winner Dr Abdus Salam of Pakistan had “Muslim”
removed from his gravestone after a court order declaring he was fake Muslim (belonging to a
minority non-Sunni Ahmadi sect of Islam)!Islam means humility, they say. But you would find no
book more arrogant than translations of Islamic scriptures, and no word more hateful than
speeches of Islamic preachers today. For they brutally threaten all non-Muslims to a never-
ending Hell of unimaginable tortures, all for one crime – they refused to become Muslim!This
dichotomy is baffling. There can be only one of the two explanations for this-One, faith of
Islamists is not what it claims to be. It is not peaceful, not equal, not logical, and not humble. It is
violent, unequal, illogical, and dangerous.Two, real Islam is completely different from what
modern Islamic propaganda wants us to believe. We, including Muslims, are being injected with
fake Islamism that is the antithesis of what it is supposed to be.This second explanation seems
more likely given the bloody history of events that led to the propagation of this modern
Islamism. Consider this, the founder of Islam died an unnatural death. Any probe in his death
was disallowed by those who took reins of Islam after his death. All his close followers were
killing each other after his death. Most Quranic revelations came when Prophet was with his
beloved wife, Aisha, they say. Yet, Aisha had brutal fights with Ali – the most trusted follower and
son-in-law of Prophet. They say Ali had to confront her eventually. And then Ali, as well as
grandsons of Prophet, were brutally murdered.They say, when they decided to finally put Quran
in form of a book twenty years after the death of Prophet, they faced a weird challenge. There



were innumerable versions of Quran floating around. Caliph Uthman formed a committee to
choose one Quran as original, and kill all who were propagating other Qurans. All other versions
of Quran were burnt by Caliph. Uthman was killed soon after and authenticity of this first Quran
was lost forever. Today, there is no method to ascertain if current Quran is real Quran.To expect
such murderers (of Caliphs, Prophet’s grandsons and confidante) – uneducated and constantly
at war – to have preserved a spiritual text is akin to expecting jackals to preserve the life of a
baby sheep.How did real Islam look like? Is all lost now? This book presents a process of
elimination to discard those aspects of Islamism that are considered the core of Islam, yet have
little validation power to be accepted as part of real Islam.Islam, they say, is all about One and
only One Allah. It is the only revelation of Allah and everything else is false. It has no notion of
rebirth like Hindus. It is the most practical religion. Really?The book analyzes each of these
assertions (and many more) to eliminate all the chaff so that the ‘core’ becomes evident.This is a
book of research. No claim is made about original Islam or its founders. Their legacy is lost
forever in the mayhem that started with the death of Prophet. All this book does is to put existing
beliefs – and scriptural references that back it – on a scale of reason and find what weighs
more.We hope this book helps unite all humans towards their genuine common foundation –
being Human, being Manushya – as Vedas assert.Vashi SharmaSanjeev NewarDisclaimerThis
book, ‘Decoding Islam’, is based on the translations and commentaries of Islamic texts like
Quran, Hadiths etc. as published by all major Islamic publishing sources. These are the publicly
available translations that are used for promotion of Islam by prominent representatives.We,
however, believe that most of these texts have been wrongly translated, misinterpreted,
misquoted or even have been tampered with and interpolated to suit the selfish designs of
proponents of Islam after Muhammad. Thus, we believe that original Islam and original Quran of
Muhammad are totally different from what have been propagated by his followers in name of
Islam. There are few minority groups in Muslims whose scholars subscribe to our views and
interpret/translate Islamic texts differently or even refuse to consider the available Quran and
Hadiths as authentic. But these scholars themselves are considered Kafirs and are condemned
by a dominant elite group of Islam. Thus, when we refer to Islam, we actually imply these
dominant elites of Islam and not Muslims or all Islamic scholars in general.Wherever we critically
evaluate Muhammad, we imply the fictitious Muhammad propagated by these false texts or their
wrong translations and not the original Muhammad. We have high regard for original
Muhammad who stood for non-violence and tolerance. Similarly, when we analyze Islamic texts,
we refer to these questionable translations/versions and NOT original texts.Further, we have a
sense of the highest level of brotherhood for Muslims in general. Wherever we use the word
Muslim in a critical manner, it refers to false representatives of Islam and not Muslims in general.
Readers are requested to keep this in mind to understand the correct perspective of the
book.Nowhere should they assume the words like Islam, Quran, Prophet etc. to be referring to
original noble entities, unless it has been referred in a positive light. We restrict ourselves only to
notions prevalent in minds of fanatics and those without



reason.ContentsPrefaceDisclaimerChapter 1 : There is only one god in islamChapter 2 : Islam
Believes In One Birth, No RebirthsChapter 3 : Islam Is Fastest Growing ReligionChapter 4 : Islam
Is Most Practical ReligionChapter 5 : Islam Is Most Hygienic ReligionChapter 6 : The Miracle Of
Islam – Unchangeable QuranChapter 7 : Islam Is The Best ReligionAbout AuthorsAbout
AgniveerChapter OneThere is Only One God in IslamTauheed means “Oneness of God” in
Arabic, and as seen, is constituted by two terms- “Oneness” and “God.” It is claimed to be one of
the five pillars of Islam. What is so special in the “Tauheed” of Islam which makes it unique?
Does the specialty lie with “Oneness” or with “God”?Let’s work out which one of these two carry
more gravity and why! “Oneness” in itself carries no weight simply because there are many
entities which are One.For everyone, mother is one and father is also one. For the believers of
Christianity and Islam, Satan is also one! But mere oneness of Satan or anyone else does not
make him worthy of being worshipped. It is clear that the beauty of Tauheed lies somewhere in
God. For every Vedic theist, One supreme entity, which is-
existent,conscious,blissful,omnipotent,just,merciful,unborn,beyond the physical
boundaries,omnipresent,unchanging,without beginning,unmatched,maintainer of all,lord of
all,all-knowing,imperishable,fearless,ageless,pure, andcreator of all- is considered as God or
Eeshvar.God/Allah, as described in Bible/Quran, in addition, show some human-like traits such
as- having two hands, sitting on a throne, talking with angels etc. But can a God having two
hands be omnipresent? We leave it to the scholars of Christianity/Islam to ponder over these
paradoxes and make the interpretations of Bible/Quran more philosophically acceptable.If one
thinks logically, the possessor of the above-listed properties has to be One, as it can’t be
multiple for obvious reasons. Two entities are said to be different if their properties differ with
each other. A perfect, conscious, omnipresent, omnipotent, unmatched entity can be only one. If
someone argues that two such Gods can co-exist then this will be a paradox since the property
of both should be “unmatched”, which is violated if the two identical entities exist. From this, we
can conclude that “Oneness” is nothing but a subset of “God” and thus, we need to understand
more about God in order to understand “Tauheed” of Islam further. Any believer of such God
must have few things in their mind. Since God alone is the source of all bliss and all the living
beings have a direct relationship with Him, He alone is sufficient to be believed in for achieving
bliss. In other words, God alone is sufficient for all.After this brief introduction to Tauheed/
Oneness of God/Ekeshvarvaad, we would like to put Islam and Vedas on the test of Tauheed
and try to reason out if both Vedas and Islam believe in One God, where does the difference lie?
Islam is claimed to be the only religion on the face of the earth which is purely monotheistic by
most of its followers. The reason for this belief is obvious. Quran, which is supposed to be the
perfect and final revelation of Allah, sent for the whole mankind, does not contain any
unambiguous information about the religions, beliefs and philosophies of the people living
outside the boundaries of Arab and Israel. Quran is totally silent on once the most predominant
and the oldest faith in the world – the Vedic Dharma. However, people like Maulana Abdullah
Tariq (a close ally of Zakir Naik) have a different view. In Maulana’s opinion, Vedas are the



source of “Tauheed” as they taught the mankind for the first time that Allah/Eeshvar is One.
Similarly, Maulana Abdul Haq (whose work is copied word to word by Zakir Naik to prove
Muhammad in world scriptures), shares the same opinion that Vedas were the first divine
revelations sent by Allah to the mankind.We shall now analyze Islam and Vedas and try to
ascertain “Tauheed” in them.Tauheed in IslamAny Muslim, when asked about Oneness of God,
proudly recites Surah Ikhlas, Chapter 112 of Quran, which is given below:Say: He is Allah, the
One and Only;Allah, the Eternal, Absolute;He begetteth not, nor is He begotten;And there is
none like unto Him.These beautiful verses really echo the message of Vedas regarding One
Eeshvar/Allah. For example Yajurved 40.8:Meaning- That Supreme Being is omnipresent, All-
powerful, He is never embodied, is never born, is never liable to division and is free from
nervous or arterial systems, never commits a sin, is never subject to pain, grief and ignorance
and the like, Pure, Perfect, Omniscient, Inward Controller of all, Ruler of All, Eternal and Self-
existent. He has from all eternity been teaching uncreated immortal human souls, the true
knowledge of things through the revelation of the Veda – His eternal knowledge. [Words in bold
in this Mantra depict the entire Surah Ikhlas.]However, there are innumerable verses in Quran
which contradict the message of Tauheed of Surah Ikhlas. These verses when analyzed
rationally would confuse every sensible person. Is it “Tauheed” or rather “Shirk”, which is the
pillar of Islamism? Let’s have a look.1. Allah offers prayers and greetings of Salam to
Muhammad!“Allah sends His Salah (prayers) on prophet (Muhammad) and also His angels do
so. O believers! Send your Salah on him and greet him with Taslim.”[Quran 33:56]Analysis :God,
angels, and humans are on one side and Muhammad is on the other! What does this verse
show, who is greater, Muhammad or Allah? Of course Muhammad!One can try to deny the
“Allah sending prayers to Muhammad” by saying Salah in the verse means “blessings” or
“mercy”! But if that be the case, Allah could not have asked angels and humans to send Salah
on Muhammad because humans have no authority to send blessings or mercy on prophet
directly! If Salah means offering Dua for Muhammad, who is Allah seeking Dua from to bless
Muhammad? Is there someone greater than Allah? If Muhammad and Muslims send prayers to
Allah as claimed, why is Allah sending return prayers to Muhammad?The most recognized Tafsir
of Sunni tradition, Tafsir e Ibn Kathir makes it clear what the Salah means.In the description of
the same verse [33:56], he writes: “Imam Ahmad recorded that Abu Talhah said that the
Messenger of Allah came one day looking happy.” They said, “O Messenger of Allah, we see
that you look happy.” He said, The angel came to me and told me, “O Muhammad, would it not
please you if your Lord, may He be glorified, says: `No member of your Ummah sends Salah
upon you but I send Salah upon him tenfold, and no member of your Ummah sends greetings of
Salam upon you but I send greetings of Salam upon him tenfold.” I said, “Of course.” This was
also recorded by An-Nasa’i.”It is clear that Allah sends Salah and greetings of Salam to a human!
Islamist : You are misinterpreting Quran. Here Salah only means Allah sending mercy on
Muhammad. Even humans send Salah on Prophet when they say – Sallallahu Alaihi va sallam! It
only means May Allah bless Prophet.Analyst : If it’s that simple, why did Prophet mention it



specially with so much happiness as recorded by Ibn Kathir? Doesn’t Allah bless Prophet and all
humans all the time?If Salah means mere mercy or blessings, can Allah and His angels send
their Salah on me? Can I write Sallallahu alaihi va sallam for my mother or father?Islamist : No.
That’s only for Prophet. It can’t be used for any other human.Analyst : Why? Doesn’t Allah send
His mercy/blessings on us all? What was need of specially mentioning Muhammad and
reserving exclusive rights over Allah’s Salah for Muhammad?The verse 33/56 is indeed a blatant
contradiction of Tauheed. If Allah sends Salah on one person, it’s complete reversal of Tauheed.
It smells of human-worship, that too by God. Greatest Shirk.2. Muhammad is Noor.“Muhammad
is Noor (sacred light) and Allah is also Noor!”[Quran 5:15/17, 24:35]Analysis :Same attributes for
both Allah and Muhammad! Where is the “Tauheed”?3. Faith in Muhammad = Love for Allah.
Allah forgives those who follow Muhammad!“If ye do love Allah, Follow me: Allah will love you
and forgive you your sins: For Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.”[Quran
3:31]Analysis :Muslims always criticize Hindus for their beliefs in Gurus but what does this verse
show? Muhammad is indeed a necessary instrument between Allah and his followers.What if
one doesn’t want any negotiator between him and Allah? Can I enter Jannat if I believe in Allah
but not in Muhammad?4. Allah says: Realize that My Prophetic Messenger (Muhammad)
himself is with you!“And know that among you is Allah’s Messenger…”[Quran
49:7]Analysis :Why should not we realize that Allah is with us every time instead of Muhammad?
Not at all Tahueed!What if one wants to realize Allah and Allah alone? How is a Vedic follower at
fault if he realizes Eshwar/Allah without involving any agent/Guru/Prophet in between, because
of the omnipresence of Eshwar/Allah as per the Vedas?Arguments about this verse to be limited
to Muhammad’s lifetime bite the dust because then Quran cannot be the final and perfect book
as most of its verses are bound by 7th century Arab’s historical context which have very little role
to play in 21st century’s non-Arab world.5. Allah describes Muhammad with His Own Attributes
of Rauf (Most Kind) and Rahim (Merciful)!“Now hath come unto you a Messenger from amongst
yourselves: it grieves him that ye should perish: ardently anxious is he over you: to the Believers,
he is most kind and merciful.”[Quran 9:128]Analysis :If sharing partners with Allah is Shirk, isn’t
sharing attributes with Allah bigger Shirk?Did Muhammad have the capability to be merciful like
Allah? Can we call him merciful today when he is dead? How are these attributes relevant
today? Muslims refute the claims of Christians about Jesus forgiving sins of his followers on
behalf of God. How is it different from Muhammad being Rauf and Rahim?What if one does
good deeds throughout his life, believes in Allah but does not believe in Muhammad? Is
Muhammad’s mercy available for such a person? Can a person go to Jannat by believing in
Allah but not in Muhammad? If no, how is it not Shirk? Why are keys of Jannat jointly in
possession of Allah and Muhammad?6. Allah does not punish people if he (Muhammad) is in
their midst!“But Allah was not going to send them a penalty whilst thou wast amongst them; nor
was He going to send it whilst they could ask for pardon.”[Quran 8:33]Analysis :Is this verse
relevant today? If no, how true are Islamist claims of Quran being timeless text? If yes, how can a
dead person be in midst of today’s Muslims?Isn’t Allah doing injustice by not punishing people



who deserve it? Should a criminal be pardoned just because he was close to Muhammad?It
seems there are two centres of power; neither can interfere with matters of others! Is this
Tauheed?7. Allegiance to Muhammad is allegiance to Allah!“Verily those who plight their fealty
to thee do no less than plight their fealty to Allah….”[Quran 48:10]Analysis :Is there anything left
to prove that Muhammad and Allah are close associates and partners in everything? Islamist :
No no. You got it wrong. Muhammad is not any partner. He is just a messenger.Analyst : How
does it matter whether you call someone messenger or gardener or housekeeper if he enjoys
similar powers, stakes and decision-making authority in company as the owner? If a gardener
travels in owner’s car, interviews and hires/fires employees for company, signs deals on behalf of
owner, allocates funds etc, claims of him being a mere gardener are dubious. These are certain
traits of partner if not owner.Islamist : But Muhammad is not Allah.Analyst : Of course, both have
different names! But when Hindus do rituals with idols, you call them Kafir, Butparast, Mushrik
and worst sinners because they ‘associate partners with Allah’. Even their idols and Eeshvar are
different. But you call it Shirk/sin. Here you have associated Muhammad with Allah in everything
from prayers to Kalma to faith to Jannat. Why is this not bigger Shirk? Muhammad is already in
the state of supreme authority in matters of faith and he shares many attributes with Allah.
Where is Tahueed?8. Allah asks all the Prophets to believe in Muhammad!Behold! Allah took the
covenant of the prophets, saying: “I give you a Book and Wisdom; then comes to you a
messenger, confirming what is with you; do ye believe in him and render him help.” Allah said:
“Do ye agree, and take this my Covenant as binding on you?” They said: “We agree.” He said:
“Then bear witness, and I am with you among the witnesses.”[Quran 3:81]Analyst :When and
where did this conversation take place? Is this the time of prophethood of Muhammad? If so, all
the previous prophets had already died and thus, couldn’t do anything in this matter! They died
without believing in Muhammad!
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Manager, “Half knowledge is always dangerous. Every single verse of the Holy Quran is
accompanied with an explanation of that verse . While trying to understand the Holy Quran, we
must read not only the English translation of those Arabic sentences, but also read the
explanation of every single sentence or Verse or Ayath . This is something which the Author has
never done and formed conclusions and wrong meanings of Quranic verses based upon his
own intellect. Quran should be understood exactly in the way which was understood by early
Muslims . In today's generation , there is not more than one Quran . We Muslims have only one
single Quran which is followed by all muslims over the world. I am not pointing to shias . I am
pointing to that Quran which the Author uses as a reference. The Quran which the author uses
as a reference is accompanied by explanation of each and every single sentence along with
English translation. Author reads only the English translation with out reading the explanation of
those verses or sentences. This is Author's biggest fault. He didn't even care to realize how
much Mohammed ( SAWS ) along with Muslims suffered horrible tortures in the first 13 years at
Makkah or Mecca from the non Muslims people and ignorant people like Abu Jahl. Sword was
compulsory for the protection of Islam , not for its propagation . But people like Vashi and
sanjeev newar hardly understands this . We must also try to know the situation and existing
circumstances under which a certain passage of Quran was revealed to Mohammad (SAWS ) .
This is something which the author has never done. If this was done , he would have
understood Quran correctly.My real”

Nitesh s., “Must read book.. Exposing the hidden secrets of islam.”
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